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Abstract
We introduce a low-cost incremental checksum technique that protects metadata blocks against in-memory
scribbles, and a lightweight digest-based transaction auditing mechanism that enforces file system consistency
invariants. Compared with previous work, our techniques reduce performance overhead by an order of magnitude. They also help distinguish scribbles from logic
bugs. We also present a mechanism to pinpoint the cause
of scribbles on production systems. Our techniques have
been productized in the NetApp® WAFL® (Write Anywhere File Layout) file system with negligible performance overhead, greatly reducing corruption-related incidents over the past five years, based on millions of runtime hours.

1

Introduction

Storage systems comprise unreliable hardware components such as disks [6, 51, 7], disk shelves, storage interconnect fabric, RAM [52], CPU [45, 56] and data transport buses. This hardware is driven by a software stack
or by a dedicated storage operating system that is built
around a file system such as ext3 [60], ext4 [42], ZFS
[13], btrfs [49], or WAFL [32, 24]. The software is built
from heterogeneous components that might also be unreliable because of inherent bugs that could affect other
parts of the software ecosystem. Hardware failures and
bugs in software can both corrupt data [5, 58, 61]. The
file system must provide mechanisms to detect, avoid,
and recover from such corruptions [6].
In general, data can be corrupted before it is written to
persistent media, while it is residing on the media, or
in the read path. Data at rest is protected from media
failures by using detection techniques such as checksums
[8, 13, 57] and scrubbing [53], and by using recovery
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techniques such as redundancy [47]. File system crash
consistency is provided by techniques such as journaling
[30, 59, 40, 50, 12], shadow paging [32, 13, 49], or soft
updates [28]. However, memory scribbles that are caused
by software bugs [3, 1, 2, 15, 62] or by hardware failures
[9, 44, 46, 52, 39, 65], or logic bugs that are in the file
system code can still introduce metadata inconsistencies
in the write path.
The transaction auditing mechanism Recon [27] is a
promising method to improve write integrity. However,
with Recon the original version of metadata blocks must
be cached and later compared with the modified copies
for the audit. In copy-on-write file systems such as
WAFL, this requirement can lead to heavy performance
regression, especially under metadata-heavy workloads.
A highly optimized WAFL implementation that used
Recon-like auditing resulted in an unacceptable 30%
throughput regression for critical workloads. Furthermore, Recon-like auditing cannot distinguish corruptions
that are caused by memory scribbles from those that are
caused by logic bugs. For an industrial-scale deployment, the ability to distinguish between the two causes
is crucial for fast resolution of corruption bugs.
In this paper, we introduce two novel techniques that in
combination can detect arbitrary inconsistencies more
efficiently than Recon can. They also provide the crucial
ability to distinguish between scribbles and logic bugs.
First, we introduce a single rolling checksum through the
lifetime of each metadata block – whether in-memory
or on persistent media – to protect it against random
scribbles. Next, we introduce a digest-based transaction
auditing system to prevent logic bugs. Unlike Recon,
digest-based auditing does not require caching the original versions of metadata blocks, and is therefore realized
with negligible performance overhead. By having separate solutions for scribbles and logic bugs, we can prioritize implementation of auditing invariants based on the
return on investment, which is invaluable for a large and
complex file system implementation such as WAFL. In
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addition, the file system is doubly protected from scribbles by both techniques. Finally, we also introduce a lowoverhead page protection technique that pin-points the
root cause of software-caused scribbles, thereby providing quick resolution to corruption bugs.

technical support staff. Our main goal was to fortify
WAFL against inconsistencies to reduce both disruption
for our customers and support costs for NetApp.

These solutions have been field-tested across almost a
quarter million NetApp ONTAP® customer systems over
the past five years, and the data shows that we have attained among the highest levels of data integrity. The
overall performance penalty that these data integrity
mechanisms incur is almost unnoticeable. They have led
to a more than three times reduction in inconsistencies
due to software caused corruptions. To the best of our
knowledge, we have not encountered a single corruption
bug, across our entire customer deployment, that managed to get past the mechanisms that we propose in this
paper. Reported corruptions have affected only metadata
that were not protected by these mechanisms in the corresponding releases. In addition, by detecting problems
early in the development cycle, the solutions have significantly improved engineering productivity.

2.1

The primary contributions of this paper are: (1) end-toend metadata checksums, (2) lightweight digest-based
transaction auditing, and (3) fine-grained page protection
to pin-point the scribbling code-path.

2

Motivation

NetApp is a storage and data management company that
offers software, systems, and services to manage and
store data, including its flagship ONTAP operating system [34]. ONTAP implements a proprietary file system
called WAFL (Write Anywhere File Layout) [32]. Numerous ONTAP systems are deployed across the world,
and various hardware and software bugs have been incurred by them over the past two decades. Some of these
incidents have resulted in latent file system inconsistencies that were discovered much later.
When these inconsistencies are discovered, the file system is marked inconsistent and a file system check is
initiated. WAFL provides both online [35] and offline
[33] file system consistency checks. Offline checking
involves significant downtime, which is proportional to
the dataset size. Online checking causes less downtime
but affects system performance until it has finished. On
many occasions, the checks end up discovering data loss,
identifying damaged files, or even suggesting recovery
from backups.
Although it is extremely rare for a given WAFL file system to end up inconsistent, the sheer number of customer
systems that collectively log millions of runtime hours
every day make it a more likely occurrence for NetApp’s
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Write Path Metadata Corruptions

Two types of problems can cause file system recovery
runs: (1) inconsistencies due to in-memory corruptions
of metadata in the write path, and (2) inconsistencies
due to the loss of metadata because of media failures
that are beyond the redundancy threshold of the underlying RAID mechanism. This paper addresses problem
1. Note that persistent block checksums cannot protect
the metadata from in-memory corruptions because the
checksum computation occurs after the block is scribbled [64].
Metadata corruption in the write path can result from
three primary causes: (1) logic bugs in metadata computation and updates, (2) scribbles of metadata blocks that
are used as input for new metadata computation, and (3)
scribbles of metadata blocks before they are written to
persistent storage.

2.2

Scribbles Versus Logic Bugs

Let us first distinguish between two types of corruption
bugs: scribbles and logic bugs.
A scribble (Heisenbug) [29] overwrites an arbitrary data
element. It usually occurs randomly and is equally likely
to corrupt any data or metadata, producing unpredictable
results. Because of its unpredictable nature, a scribble is
difficult to reproduce with systematic testing. It is difficult to diagnose because the observed symptoms are far
removed from the original location and time of its occurrence. Mistaking a scribble for a logic bug can result in
a futile bug chase, and wastage of engineering resources.
Often, scribbles are the cause of known but unfixed bugs
that adversely affect product quality.
Most hardware scribbles go undetected. ECC memory
[16] can detect failures but with some limitation [25],
and it might not always be used because of its cost
[31, 36]. Software-induced scribbles can be detected using the processor’s page protection mechanism, but again
with significant costs and limitations.
In contrast, a logic bug (Bohrbug) [29] is inherent to the
metadata computation and update logic. A computation
with a logic bug generates incorrect outcome but stores
it to its own memory location. Therefore, a logic bug is
more predictable and limited in its impact. The observed
symptoms are predictably confined to a particular behavioral aspect, which makes it easier to diagnose.
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2.3

Causes of Corruptions

2.5

Scribbles can be caused by software bugs such as buffer
overflow, incorrect pointer computation, and dangling
pointers in a shared address space [11]. In WAFL, the
file system buffer cache memory can be allocated away
for other uses and then be recycled back, which makes
file system buffers, including metadata buffers, likely
victims of software scribbles.
Scribbles are also caused by hardware failures [55] such
as memory errors, DMA errors, or CPU register bit flips
[10] that remain undetected. Scribble bugs are not that
rare [52], and memory scribbles due to hardware failures
are expected to be more common in the future [14, 55]. It
has been shown that scribbles can be induced by external
attacks in a controlled way on a shared infrastructure.
[38, 48].
A scribble of an intermediate result or a key data structure can also produce a second order corruption. In our
experience, this class of bugs is extremely rare.
Logic bugs are typically found in insufficiently tested
code; mature, field-tested code is less likely to have them.

2.4

WAFL File System Overview

Next, we briefly introduce WAFL before we evaluate an
existing auditing solution for copy-on-write (COW) file
systems. WAFL is a UNIX-style file system with a collection of inodes that represent its files [32]. The file
system is written out as a tree of blocks that are rooted at
a superblock. Every file system object in WAFL, including metadata, is a file. WAFL is a COW file system, in
which every modified block is written to a new location
on disk. Only the superblock is ever written in place.
As buffers and inodes are modified (or dirtied) by client
operations, they are written out in batches for performance and consistency. Every mutable client operation is
also recorded to a log in nonvolatile memory (NVRAM)
before it is acknowledged; the operations in the log are
replayed to recover data if a crash occurs. WAFL collects the resultant dirty buffers and inodes from hundreds
of thousands of logged operations, and uses a checkpoint
mechanism called a consistency point (CP) to flush them
to persistent media as one large transaction. Each CP is
an atomic transaction that succeeds only if all of its state
is successfully written to persistent storage. Updates to
in-memory data structures are isolated and targeted for a
specific CP so that each CP represents a consistent and
complete state of the file system. When the entire set of
new blocks that belong to a CP is persisted, a new file
system superblock is atomically written in place that references this new file system tree [32, 24].
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Recon for COW File Systems

Recon is a transaction auditing mechanism that verifies
all file system consistency invariants before a transaction
is committed. Recon examines physical blocks below the
file system, and infers the types of metadata blocks when
they are read or written. This allows parsing and interpretation of the blocks, similar to semantically smart disks
[54]. However, because of increased metadata overhead
per transaction, metadata caching and comparison in Recon’s design becomes unsustainable for COW file systems such as WAFL.
In WAFL, each write to a user data block causes the file
system to read in the corresponding parent indirect block,
to free the old block pointer to this user data block, and to
allocate a new block pointer. This process recurses up the
tree of blocks that constitute the file system image, all the
way up to the super block. Thus, writing to a single user
data block might require reading and writing more than
one metadata block. Even though WAFL amortizes this
overhead by batching numerous operations in a single
transaction, the overhead for a Recon-like audit is still
significantly high.
Let us analyze the cost of verifying the block accounting
metadata in WAFL. When a block pointer is inserted into
or deleted from an indirect block, WAFL sets or clears
the corresponding bit in its bitmaps. A Recon-like audit
compares the persistent versions of indirect blocks with
the modified versions that are being committed to generate a list of block pointers that are allocated or freed
in the current transaction. This list is then tallied with
the corresponding changes in bitmap bits, which are obtained by comparing the persistent and modified versions
of the corresponding bitmap blocks. To enable this comparison, a copy of the persistent version of each metadata
block is cached in memory before the block is modified.
The cost of a Recon-like audit primarily includes: (1)
making a copy of the indirect block before modification,
(2) making copies of the bitmap blocks to record the
allocated and freed blocks, (3) comparing the unmodified and modified versions of the indirect blocks and the
bitmap blocks, and (4) verifying that the changes in the
bitmap blocks are consistent with the changes in the indirect blocks. This process involves significant CPU cost
and memory bandwidth, and if the metadata blocks are to
be read from persistent media, it also involves significant
I/O cost.
The memory requirement of a Recon-like audit scales up
with the number of modified metadata blocks that are in
the transaction. Caching the pristine versions of modified
metadata blocks becomes impractical. Many of those
blocks might be evicted from the cache and therefore
must be read in from persistent storage just in time for
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the audit, and the additional I/O directly affects the cost
of auditing. Moreover, the increased memory pressure
can force us to trigger transactions early, which results in
smaller batch sizes and increased metadata overhead, in
turn reducing the overall write throughput.
The audit of a consistency invariant cannot begin until
the corresponding metadata are finalized. Self-referential
metadata, such as bitmaps, are not finalized until the very
end of a CP [37], and only then can they be audited. This
serialization reduces the I/O efficiency of the CP, which
in turn negatively affects the achievable write throughput
of the file system.

Diagnostics: Corruptions in general and scribbles in particular, are the hardest to diagnose. For faster diagnosis,
we need the ability to distinguish scribbles from logic
bugs. As explained in section 2.2, they are different in
nature and require different techniques to determine the
root cause. The diagnostic capability is even more important during product development when the likelihood
of scribbles is higher and many person-hours are wasted
on corruption bugs. Worse, the product sometimes ships
with known, but unreproducible bugs that remain undiagnosed.

3.2
2.6

Drawbacks of Recon

Performance: The designs presented in this paper were
conceptualized before the publication of Recon, and coincidentally, we first tried the same metadata caching approach. A highly optimized prototype of Recon-style auditing for bitmap and indirect block cross consistency
checks showed a performance degradation of approximately 30% on our internal database/OLTP benchmark;
the benchmark is described in Section 7. The authors of
the original Recon paper observed a similar performance
penalty in their research prototype implementation for
btrfs [22].
Diagnostics: Although transaction auditing detects the
presence of an inconsistency, it cannot distinguish between a scribble and a logic bug. When the inconsistency
is due to a scribble, the audit cannot identify the affected
metadata block; it can only point to the set of blocks that
were used to verify the invariant that failed its check.
Implementation challenge: Because scribbles can affect
any metadata without bias, a foolproof transaction auditing needs consistency invariants that cover the entire
metadata. Building such an exhaustive set of invariants is
quite expensive in terms of both system performance and
engineering resources, and it has a low return on investment for mature, field-tested code with no logic bugs.

3
3.1

Approach
Goals

For ONTAP, performance and field diagnostics are both
as important as data integrity.
Performance: A 30% throughput regression to protect
against a relatively rare though disruptive event is considered too high a price by the business. To be competitive, we need a solution with excellent metadata integrity
protection that costs an order of magnitude less in terms
of performance.
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Solution Overview

In-memory metadata checksums: To distinguish scribbles from logic bugs and to identify the scribbled block,
we use a general checksum protection for in-memory
metadata blocks. Before a block is written to persistent
storage, a checksum verification determines whether the
block was scribbled.
Metadata page protection: Even though checksum verification prevents scribbles from being persisted, it cannot implicate the culprit code. We use processor assisted page granular protection to catch the culprit code.
Because this approach has a higher performance tax,
we recommend enabling it on a customer’s system only
when a metadata block checksum failure is reproducible.
Transaction auditing: Consistency invariants are verified
by comparing digests of changes that occurred in a transaction. It is very efficient to create and compare digests.
Changes to a metadata block are added to a digest as and
when it is modified. Thus, we do not need cached copies
of the original blocks.
By having a separate solution for scribble detection, we
have the flexibility to prioritize the implementation of auditing invariants that yield higher return on investment.
We can start with code-paths that are prone to logic bugs,
such as code-paths with higher complexity or code-paths
that correspond to newer, untested features.

4

Scribble Protection

In this section, we describe a high-performance and
multiprocessor-capable incremental checksum scheme to
protect in-memory metadata against scribbles. We also
present some limitations, after which we present the page
protection mechanism that overcomes the most important limitation.
The goal is to detect any unauthorized change to metadata blocks that are written out in a transaction. Because
we are trying to protect against scribblers that share the
same address space, we cannot use address space iso-
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lation as a protection technique. The proposed pagegranular protection in Section 4.7 is quite expensive, and
therefore is used only in diagnostic mode. Furthermore,
none of these techniques can detect a corruption that is
caused by hardware problems.

4.3

Incremental Checksum Updates

Checksumming is a well-known data integrity protection
mechanism. Block checksums are widely used to protect
the integrity of the blocks of the file system that reside
on persistent storage. Z2 FS [63] even proposes using a
single checksum as well as a checksum handover scheme
to protect the data while in transit across heterogeneous
software components.

Legal modification of a metadata block in memory is typically accomplished by invoking well-defined APIs in the
file system code. We add a hook in each of these APIs
so that the corresponding block checksum is kept up to
date on modifications. Before a block is modified, the
new checksum is computed incrementally by using the
old checksum, the original data that is being overwritten, the position of the original data in the block, and the
new data. In the next few paragraphs, we show precisely
how to incrementally recompute an Adler [23] checksum
when a single byte in a block is modified.

However, none of the known schemes protect the data
while it resides in memory. In this section, we describe a
scheme that can be used effectively to protect in-memory
metadata on a large scale, and with negligible performance overhead.

In the following equations, “ div ” and “ mod ” represent
operators that return a quotient and a remainder, respectively, in an integer division. Assuming that a data block
D is composed of n bytes D1 , D2 , ..., Dn , the Adler32
checksum of D is computed as follows:

4.1

A = (1 + D1 + D2 + ... + Dn ) mod 65521
B = (n × D1 + (n − 1) × D2 + ... + Dn + n) mod 65521
Adler32(D) = A + B × 65536

End-to-End Checksum

We use a single rolling or incremental checksum [4, 41]
to protect each metadata block through its entire life cycle, whether it is in memory or on persistent storage.
When a block is read in from persistent storage, the
stored checksum of the block is also read and then is verified by the file system. While in memory, this verified
checksum is used to protect the block and is updated incrementally by every legal update of the block.
When a block is written out to persistent storage as part
of a transaction, a fresh checksum is computed by the
file system. This freshly computed checksum is used to
verify the incrementally updated in-memory checksum,
and if the verification fails, we know that the block has
been scribbled. That way, the block remains protected
whether it is in memory or on persistent storage.
Note that the file system already pays for the cost of
checksum computation during each block read and write.
The only additional work that is needed is the incremental update of that checksum whenever the block is modified in memory.

4.2

Checksum Initialization

A metadata block that is written out by a transaction is
either newly created or is an existing block that was read
from persistent storage earlier but was modified during
the transaction. We initialize the in-memory checksum
for a block as soon as it comes into existence in memory.
If newly created, the checksum is initialized to a derivable constant value based on the zero-state of the corresponding metadata. If read in from storage, the checksum is initialized to the stored and verified checksum.
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If the original checksum of block D is C, and we replace
byte Di in the block with a new byte D0i , then the new
checksum Adler32Incr can be computed as follows:
A = C mod 65536
B = C div 65536
∆Di = D0i − Di
A0 = (A + ∆Di ) mod 65521
B0 = (B + (n + 1 − i) × ∆Di ) mod 65521
Adler32Incr(C, Di , D0i , i) = A0 + B0 × 65536
Similarly, we can also recompute the new checksum incrementally when multiple contiguous bytes are modified in the block.
If any portion of a block is scribbled, its incremental
checksum becomes inconsistent with respect to its contents, and it remains so even after any number of subsequent legal updates to the block. Thus, when the file
system eventually recomputes the full checksum (before
it writes the block to persistent storage) by using the current contents of the block, the full checksum does not
match the incremental checksum.
The incremental checksum update is optimal because it
requires additional memory accesses only to read the
original contents, to read the old checksum, and to update the checksum. In most cases, the file system code
reads the metadata before overwriting it anyway; therefore, the original contents are likely to be in the processor
cache. The CPU cost of computing the new checksum is
proportional to the amount of data that is modified. In
terms of the memory overhead, this approach requires an
additional 4 bytes per data block to maintain the rolling
checksum.
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If preferred, a stronger 64-bit checksum can be used.
Because they are amenable to this form of incremental computation, Adler [23], Fletcher [26], or any other
position-dependent checksum can be used. For better
performance, a chunk size larger than a byte can be used
in the checksum computation. For WAFL, we used a
modified version and a highly optimized implementation
of the simple incremental checksum computation shown
previously.

4.4

Lockless Multiprocessor Updates

WAFL is designed to run simultaneously on several processors [21]. Thus, it is quite common for a metadata
block to be modified concurrently by multiple processors. However, to minimize cache-line thrashing and expensive lock contention, the WAFL multiprocessor programming model [21] avoids using spinlocks as much as
possible.
To avoid lock contention, an incremental checksum for a
block can be split across processors and be updated in a
lockless manner. Each processor computes and accumulates the delta checksums for its own updates to the block
in a per-processor checksum field. The per-processor
deltas are then combined to derive the final incremental
checksum.
Two independent checksum fragments, C1 and C2 , can be
combined as follows:
A = (C1 mod 65536 +C2 mod 65536) mod 65521
B = (C1 div 65536 +C2 div 65536) mod 65521
combine(C1 ,C2 ) = A + B × 65536
Two processors that modify bytes Di and D j simultaneously can maintain their respective per-processor checksum fragments, C1 and C2 . Each fragment is updated
independently using Adler32Incr from the previous section. Before verification, the fragments are combined
with the original checksum of the block, C, to arrive at
the final checksum C0 :
C1 = C2 = 0
C10 = Adler32Incr(C1 , Di , D0i , i)
C20 = Adler32Incr(C2 , D j , D0j , j)
C0 = combine(C, combine(C10 ,C20 ))
However, each per-processor checksum fragment requires additional memory (4 bytes) per block. This extra
memory is quite a worthwhile trade-off because it saves
us the cost of acquiring and contending on spinlocks.

4.5

Checksum Verification

When a block is written out to persistent storage as part
of a transaction, we recompute the checksum on the entire block and compare it with the incremental checksum.
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If the two checksums do not match, we have detected a
scribble on the block.
This verification can be performed either before or after
the write I/O for the block is issued to storage. In the
former case, checksum computation can be optimized
by combining it with RAID parity computation [17].
However, this approach opens a window for undetectable
scribbles after the checksum computation but before the
write I/O is completed. Verification of the checksum after the completion of the write I/O closes that window. In
any case, corruptions that are injected by the data transfer
fabric while it services the write I/O cannot be detected
until the block is read again.
Upon detection of a scribble, we abort the ongoing transaction commit, preventing the corruption from being persisted. To protect the ONTAP node from any other potential corruptions from the same bug, we reboot the node
instead of aborting an individual transaction. Because
ONTAP is configured in high-availability pairs, the partner node takes ownership of the rebooted node’s file systems, and those file systems are all still consistent because they are defined by their most recently completed
transaction. The partner node then replays the user operations that are recorded in the NVRAM log, and the prior
and consistent metadata is read from storage, is modified,
and then is committed as part of a brand-new transaction.

4.6

Assumptions and Limitations

Incremental checksumming is robust against bugs in the
checksum update code. If we miss adding the incremental checksum hook to any of the legal APIs that modify
metadata, then any transaction that includes a call to the
API results in a checksum verification failure, thereby
forcing us to fix the bug.
This mechanism helps distinguish scribbles from logic
bugs, but it does not implicate the culprit code-path that
tampered with the memory of the corrupted block.
The checksum may not be strong enough to detect all
kinds of corruptions. Adler and Fletcher checksums are
known to be stronger against larger errors than against
smaller ones [43]. They work quite well for storage media failures because the corruption size is usually bigger;
however, some in-memory corruptions can be smaller,
and therefore the chances that they go undetected are
somewhat higher. In the unlikely event that a scribble
remains undetected by the checksum, it will certainly
be detected by the transaction auditing (described in the
next section). However, such a corruption might, unfortunately, be attributed to a logic bug.
If a bug causes an incorrect block pointer to be supplied
as an argument to a legal metadata update API, the API
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will modify the wrong block and its corresponding incremental checksum. This bug will not be detected by
checksum verification, but will be detected by the transaction auditing mechanism. We have not come across
this sort of bug in our experience with WAFL. One potential solution is to use different signatures to categorize
the callers of the APIs into different groups; for example, each group could rotate its incremental checksum by
a specific number of bits. That way an updater from an
incorrect group would result in an incorrect checksum.

write to any address. This ability implies two risks: (1)
the metadata modification code itself might scribble, or
(2) interrupt handlers that are serviced by the processor
during that window might scribble otherwise read-only
memory. However, these risks are close to zero because
these code blocks (the metadata update APIs and interrupt handlers) are typically small pieces of code and are
extremely well tested. Furthermore, we perform address
range checks on the target address before we disable protection.

The incremental checksum technique can also be used to
protect other important data structures that participate in
any periodic transactional episode.

As Section 7.3 shows, this feature has proved to be invaluable for product development and has been used in
the field as well. Moreover, as explained in Section 6, it
has been an invaluable tool for quickly identifying codepaths that required our incremental checksum hooks

4.7

Diagnostics Using Page Protection

A checksum verification failure indicates that the block
has been scribbled, but it does not implicate the culprit
code-path because the scribble might have occurred long
ago. Regular address space-based protection cannot help
if the culprit code-path shares the same address space;
this is true of much of the kernel code in ONTAP.
If a scribble is reproducible, we provide an option to enable metadata page protection to directly implicate the
code-path. To provide good performance even under
heavy and frequent modification of metadata, we use
a combination of page-level protection and the WriteProtect Enable (WP) bit in the x86-64 processors [18].
To protect metadata blocks from scribbles we keep the
individual metadata pages read-only by default. One way
to allow safe updates would be to mark the corresponding
page read-write just before a legal updater modifies the
block. When the requested modification has finished, the
page can be marked read-only again. Thus, an illegal
modification finds the page read-only, generates a page
fault, and yields a stack trace that points to the scribbler.
However, this scheme does not perform well if metadata is modified frequently. The frequent switching of
page permissions (read-only to read/write to read-only)
not only causes a flood of TLB flushes, but also creates a
storm of inter-processor TLB invalidation interrupts. Using this scheme to protect all indirect blocks and bitmap
blocks degraded performance by approximately 70%, in
our experiments, thereby rendering the scheme unusable
even in debug mode.
To reduce the performance impact, we keep the pages
read-only all the time. To enable legal writes, we disable
protection globally (by flipping the WP bit) before modification and we re-enable it after modification. With this
approach, the performance degradation comes down to
about 20%, which is acceptable for a diagnostic mode.
When write protection is disabled on a CPU core, it can
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5

Transaction Auditing

In this section, we introduce a digest-based transaction
auditing technique, explain what invariants it checks by
using an example, breakdown its performance, and analyze its limitations. The audit verifies that the changes
to the file system state being committed in a given transaction are self-consistent. There are two categories of
consistency invariants: local and distributed:
Local consistency invariant: A local consistency invariant is confined to a given metadata block. For example,
all block pointers in an indirect block must be within the
file system block number range. Such an invariant is inexpensive to check because it does not require loading
any other blocks.
Distributed consistency invariant: A distributed invariant
defines a consistency relationship across several blocks
from different metadata. For example, when a block
pointer is cleared from an indirect block, the corresponding bit in the bitmap block must be cleared. A distributed
consistency invariant is expensive to check because it requires identifying the changes to several blocks from different metadata.
In contrast to Recon, we intercept modifications to metadata at the file system layer. During a transaction,
changes are accumulated to create digests that are used
later to verify consistency invariants. This design obviates the need to cache the unmodified metadata blocks.
Unlike Recon, the cost of recording the changes is proportional to the actual changes rather than to the number
of modified blocks.

5.1

Digest-Based Auditing

Digest-based audits help verify distributed consistency
invariants inexpensively. The key idea is to create digests
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of changes and to cross-verify the digests rather than individual changes. This strategy drastically reduces the
amount of work that is required in verification and still
provides strong enough guarantees to be useful in practice.
To illustrate the mechanism, let us use cross consistency
between indirect blocks and bitmap blocks as an example. We intercept indirect and bitmap block modification
operations by using the aforementioned hook in the modification APIs, and we create a digest of those modifications.
Let us say that an indirect block contains 64-bit block
numbers B1 , B2 , ..., Bn . Suppose block numbers Bi , B j ,
and Bk were replaced in a transaction by newly allocated block numbers Ni , N j , and Nk . A hook in the API
that modifies the indirect block updates checksums of the
original block numbers in a free digest and the new block
numbers in an allocated digest; each digest is maintained
per transaction across all updates to the metadata of the
file system:
ΣIndFree = Bi + B j + Bk + ...
ΣIndAlloc = Ni + N j + Nk + ...
Similarly, a hook in the bitmap block modification API
maintains per transaction digests of all block numbers
whose corresponding bits flipped from 0 to 1 (new allocations) and vice-versa (frees):
ΣBitmapFree = Bi + B j + Bk + ...
ΣBitmapAlloc = Ni + N j + Nk + ...
At the end of the transaction, the audit verifies that the
two sets of digests agree with each other:
ΣIndFree == ΣBitmapFree
ΣIndAlloc == ΣBitmapAlloc
Similarly, several other distributed consistency invariants
can be inexpensively verified by using the digest scheme;
Section 5.4 describes them. Audit digest verification failure is handled in the same way as checksum verification
failure, as explained in Section 4.5.

5.2

Audit Performance

A digest-based audit performs much better than a Reconlike audit because digests are inexpensive to compute
and metadata blocks need not be cached and compared.
Specifically: (1) the data that we are adding to the digest is readily available in the processor’s cache because
it has just been accessed; (2) digest update involves just
one addition operation and one memory access for each
metadata update; (3) there are no expensive I/O operations due to buffer cache misses; and (4) the digest is
created incrementally with each metadata update operation which eliminates the need for an exclusive phase in
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which we identify and verify all changes individually.
Note that digest update is performed together with the
block’s incremental checksum update by using the same
hook. Thus, we efficiently use one memory access to do
three things: (1) modify the indirect block, (2) update the
audit digest, and (3) update the incremental checksum.
The final verification is an inexpensive comparison of a
few bytes.
A digest-based audit of bitmap and indirect block
changes drastically reduced the overall cost of transaction auditing from 30% throughput regression to less
than 2% on our database/OLTP benchmark.

5.3

Strengths and Weaknesses

The audit is provably robust with respect to bugs in the
digest update code. If we miss adding the hook to update
the digest in any of the legal APIs that are used to modify
metadata, the corresponding digest verification fails.
A digest is typically a simple sum without any positionrelated information because we compare sets and not
sequences. In theory, logic bugs can result in just the
“right” pattern of incorrect updates that a digest-based
verification cannot detect. In the previous example, it is
possible for the two summations to match even if the actual updates were incorrect. Over the past five years of
this feature’s existence, such a case has never been hit in
internal development or in the field. File systems have
been corrupted only because the audit infrastructure of
the corresponding ONTAP release did not include the invariant for a particular consistency property.

5.4

List of Distributed Invariants

In addition to the invariant explained in Section 5.1, we
check many other distributed invariants of the WAFL file
system as part of the audit. Most of them are inexpensive and are enabled by default in production systems. A
few of them are somewhat expensive and might be disabled by default in production on some specific low-end
configurations with insufficient CPU horsepower.
Table 1 shows a subset of the distributed invariants that
we have implemented. We do not present other invariants
that are very specific to the persistent layout of the WAFL
file system, and that require more background to explain.
Note that all invariants were not implemented in one go;
rather, they were implemented in phases across several
releases based on the return on investment.
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Description of Equation
1
2

3

4

5
6

Each inode tracks a count of all blocks to which it points. The file system also maintains a total count of all the allocated
blocks. Their deltas much match.
The bitmap uses a bit to track the allocated state of each block in the file system [37]. The file system also maintains a
total count of all allocated blocks. The delta of the latter must equal the delta of the number of bits that flipped to 1 (i.e.,
allocated) minus the number of bits that flipped to 0 (i.e., free).
The inode metadata tracks the allocation status of each inode. The file system maintains a total count of all allocated inodes.
The delta of the latter must equal the number of inodes that changed state from free to allocated minus the number of inodes
that changed state from allocated to free.
The inode metadata tracks deleted inodes that are moved to a hidden namespace awaiting block reclamation [37]. The
current file system maintains a total count of these hidden inodes. The delta of the latter must equal the number of inodes
that were deleted (i.e., moved into the hidden namespace) minus the number of inodes that were removed from the hidden
namespace after all their blocks had been reclaimed.
The refcount file maintains an integer count to track all extra references to each block; WAFL uses this file to support
de-duplication. The file system maintains the physical space that is saved by de-duplication as a count of blocks. Their
deltas much match.
Each inode tracks a count of physical blocks that are saved by compression. The file system maintains the physical space
that is saved by compression as a count of blocks. Their deltas must match.
Table 1: Some important audit equations implemented in WAFL

6

Implementation

Intercepting modifications: All three features – incremental checksum, page granular protection, and transaction auditing – must intercept all modifications to a protected metadata block. We inserted a unified hook into
every legal API that is used to update metadata. The API
supplies all the requisite parameters to the hook to update
the incremental checksum, to update the corresponding
digests, and to toggle memory protection.
Almost all modifications to metadata blocks go through
well-known WAFL APIs, so it was easy to insert our
hooks inside those APIs. However, given more than two
decades’ worth of code growth and churn, there were a
few hidden and somewhat obscure places in the code that
updated metadata blocks directly; we used the page protection feature to find them. All metadata pages are readonly by default, and the hook is needed to toggle that
mode. When the feature was turned on, any update of
metadata from an obscure code-path immediately generated a page fault with a useful stack trace, which enabled
us to modularize the code-path and insert the hook.
Special optimizations: Two common modifications to
the metadata of a file system are: (1) the update of block
pointers in an indirect block, and (2) flipping of bits in
the bitmaps to indicate the allocated or freed status of
blocks. We wrote custom, optimized checksum computation routines for those cases, i.e., the modification of a
fixed-length block pointer (64 bits in the case of WAFL)
and the modification of a single bitmap bit. For other
updates, we created a generalized incremental checksum
computation routine that is based on the offset (in the
block) and on the length of the update so that it can
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handle variable length modification. An example use of
such generalized computation is file deletion processing,
which requires bulk updates of metadata blocks.
Complexity: Intercepting each modification to a metadata block was a bit intrusive, but it made the code more
modular and fostered better development practices. On
one hand, our implementation is more complex compared with Recon because we intercept each modification to a metadata block. But on the other hand it is
simpler because we do not have to implement a cache
and therefore avoid the many problems associated with
caching.

7

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance and the benefits of the various mechanisms that we presented earlier.
We used an in-house workload generator that emulates
random reads and writes to model the query and update
operations of a database/OLTP application. It was built
to be very similar to the Storage Performance Council
Benchmark-1 (SPC-1) [20]. The Standard Performance
Evaluation Corporation home-directory style benchmark
(SPEC SFS) [19] was also used, but those results are
not presented here because our protection mechanisms
showed negligible overhead. The heavy random overwrites that the database/OLTP benchmark produces put
a much higher stress on our mechanisms because more
metadata is modified per transaction.
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7.1

Incremental Checksum Performance

As explained earlier in Section 4.3 this mechanism uses
the per-block persistent checksum that is already enforced and paid for by the WAFL I/O stack. The only additional work required is to compute the checksum incrementally when the metadata is modified in memory. The
raw CPU cycles for computing and updating the checksum are negligible and likely are partially absorbed by
idle cycles between processor pipeline stages. The memory overhead is 4 bytes per-processor (for lockless concurrent updates) for every 4KB metadata block, which is
less than 0.1% of the total buffer cache memory. Furthermore, checksum computation and update does not
directly affect the latency of a user operation because almost all metadata updates occur asynchronously after the
user operation has been completed and acknowledged.
Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b), respectively, show this cost
on: (a) a midrange system with 12 Intel® Westmere
cores, 96GB DRAM and 4GB NVRAM; and (b) a lowend system with 4 Intel Wolfdale cores, 20GB DRAM,
and 2GB NVRAM. Sufficient numbers of SAS hard
disks were attached to both systems to eliminate any
storage bottleneck. Experiments were run by using our
database/OLTP benchmark with incremental checksums
turned on and turned off, and the observed latency was
plotted against the achieved IOPS throughput with an
increasing input IOPS load. We plotted only the load
points with latencies that were less than or equal to 30ms,
which is the maximum that the SPC-1 benchmark allows.
We see an increase in latency in the range of -0.9ms to
1.7ms and zero to 0.8ms on the midrange and low-end
systems, respectively; these ranges translate to -3.5% to
10.5% and zero to 17%, respectively. Note that at very
low latencies, a small increase in latency translates into
a large percentage of change even though the absolute
change is of little practical consequence. If we look
at the achieved throughput at any given latency on the
midrange system, we see from zero to a maximum of
1% regression. On the low-end system, the throughput
regression varies from 5% (at 5ms) to zero (at 24ms).
File deletion is another workload that generates heavy
metadata updates, and thereby stresses the incremental
checksum mechanism. To process files that are pending
deletion [37], WAFL must asynchronously walk several
indirect blocks, clear block pointers in them, and update the relevant metadata in large quantities. Unfortunately, SPEC SFS generates an insufficient file deletion
load. Similarly, the SCSI UNMAP operation also causes
heavy metadata updates, but is not generated in sufficient numbers by benchmarks such as SPC-1. Hence,
we fashioned a custom benchmark that creates numerous very large files (a few terabytes’ worth of space),
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Figure 1: Latency versus throughput with and without incremental checksum protection with a database/OLTP workload
on: (a) a midrange system with 12 cores, 96GB DRAM, and
4GB NVRAM; and (b) a low-end system with 4 cores, 20GB
DRAM, and 2GB NVRAM.

then deletes them all and measures the delete rate that
the system achieves. Although the achievable delete rate
was pretty much the same (and there was no actual client
latency to measure), we computed the overhead of incremental checksum protection as a function of the number
of blocks freed. To compute this overhead, we added up
cycles that were spent by the functions that update these
pointers and the associated metadata. The benchmark
was run on the previously mentioned midrange and lowend systems. On the midrange system, the WAFL CPU
cost for freeing each block was computed to be around
2.16µs and 2.33µs with incremental checksums turned
off and on, respectively. The corresponding numbers on
the low-end system were 2.26µs and 2.43µs, respectively.
This represents a 7.8% and 7.5% overhead, respectively.
To put things in perspective, the CPU cycles that were
spent across all WAFL code-paths during that interval
were 3µs to 4µs per block freed. Therefore, this overhead
is 2.5% as a fraction of the total WAFL CPU cycles.

7.2

Full Protection Performance

In this section, we measure the performance overhead
of both auditing and incremental checksum working together. As explained earlier in Section 5.2 the CPU cost
of maintaining audit digests is negligible, and the cost
is minimized further by combining it with incremental
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time to find the root cause of an average memory scribble
bug. However, if the customer is willing to incur a 20%
performance penalty by turning on page protection, the
root cause presents itself in the resultant core dump that
the page fault generates.

Figure 2: Latency versus throughput with and without
all protection (audit and incremental checksum) with a
database/OLTP workload on a high-end all-flash system with
20 cores, 128GB DRAM, and 8GB NVRAM.

checksum updates. The memory overhead is tiny as it
requires just a few bytes of digest per auditing invariant.
Figure 2 studies the effect of protection mechanisms with
the database/OLTP benchmark on a high-end all-flash
system with 20 Intel Ivy Bridge cores, and 128GB of
DRAM, and several shelves’ worth of solid-state drives.
Experiments were run with all protection turned off and
on. The protection-on case includes incremental checksum and auditing with the 20+ audit equations that we
have implemented till date. The observed latency was
plotted against the achieved IOPS throughput with an increasing input IOPS load. We see that at up to 120,000
IOPS, there is absolutely no impact on latencies. At high
loads of 128,000 IOPS and above, we see a rapid latency increase of about 5.5ms, or about 25%. Note that
most customers choose to run their high-performance
database/OLTP-style loads either at or below the 2ms latency mark, where we see absolutely zero impact on latencies.
We should point out that compared to the midrange
system used in Figure 1 the system used in Figure 2
is a high-end system with CPU cycles to spare, nextgeneration Intel chipsets, larger processor caches, more
DRAM, and solid-state drives.

7.3

Scribble Diagnostics

Page protection is turned off by default in the shipped
product; it can be turned on when required for diagnostics. If a corruption bug is repeatedly hit on a system,
the other two protection mechanisms prevent it from being written to persistent storage. However, the repeated
file system restarts can be disruptive for the customer.
Because the rogue code-path or thread has already run to
completion by the time the scribble is detected, it typically takes about one person-month of senior developer
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In the past five years, and over millions of hours of total run-time across hundreds of thousands of deployed
ONTAP systems, page protection has been needed only
once. A customer system hit an incremental checksum
protection panic every few hours, and even though the
root cause had been narrowed down to some suspect
code-paths, it had not been found. The customer turned
on page protection, and the resultant core file helped find
the bug, which was a buffer overflow in a rarely hit codepath.
During product development, page protection is turned
on by default. It has proved to be invaluable not only
in identifying corruption bugs early, but also in reducing
bugs of unknown origin that might have resurfaced later
in the field. Section 7.5 provides relevant statistics.

7.4

Ability to Detect Bugs

WAFL has a built-in command-line tool that injects corruptions into in-memory data structures. Scripts invoke
this command with arguments that specify the file system ID, inode number, indirect block level, offset, and
length, together with the corruption pattern. The tool
loads the data structure into memory (if it isn’t already
present) and injects the corruption. Several test plans
were built so that injected corruptions would be caught
by the protection mechanisms before the superblock of
the subsequent transaction commit was written out. In
some cases, the corruption pattern flipped specific bits
in the block bitmap such that the resultant checksum remained unchanged and it could slip through the incremental checksum protection. However, those cases were
always caught by the audit.

7.5

Benefits

These mechanisms have proved invaluable in protecting customer systems from becoming corrupted. First,
we looked at corruption bugs that hit customer systems
over a four-year period before the protection mechanisms
were in place. For each bug, we tracked the time from
when the development team started looking at it to when
the root cause was discovered, and we looked at the number and the expertise of the people involved in fixing the
bugs. On average, it took about one person-month of
very senior developer time to find the root cause of each
bug.
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systems had upgraded from the older 8.0 release, and not
many systems had upgraded to 8.3 yet. Therefore, the
raw data was biased toward the 8.1 and 8.2 releases. We
see release-to-release improvements of 34%, 21%, and
44%, respectively. The total improvement amounts to a
more than 3 times reduction in the rate of occurrence of
inconsistencies. Some auxiliary WAFL metadata is not
yet covered by the protection mechanisms. Therefore,
we sometimes get benign inconsistencies in the persistent file system (not real data corruptions but inconsistencies nevertheless). We expect to see further reduction
in inconsistencies once we fix these gaps.

8
Figure 3: Number of times that inconsistencies made it to persistent storage on customer systems, normalized to total system run-time-hours across four different releases. Repair and
recovery procedures were required. Because this data adds up
different systems hitting the same bug, the number of actual
bugs will be lower.

Since our protection mechanisms have been in place,
most of the corruption bugs in WAFL, ONTAP, and hardware drivers have been caught well before customer deployment. Over a five-year period, a total of 75 memory scribble bugs have been found by page protection
when testing with debug kernels, 32 memory scribble
bugs were found in non-debug kernels by the incremental
checksum mechanism, and 23 logic bugs were found by
the auditing mechanism. We cannot overstate the value
of these results in terms of organizational productivity.
Of course, as is true with any large system, some corruption bugs do manage to escape in-house testing. The first
auditing equations shipped with NetApp Data ONTAP®
8.1 in September 2011; incremental checksum, page protection, and more auditing equations shipped with Data
ONTAP 8.2; and even more equations shipped with Data
ONTAP 8.3. In the past five years, the incremental
checksum mechanism has protected customer systems
from 8 unique memory scribble bugs 33 times, and the
auditing mechanism has protected against 9 unique logic
bugs 50 times. In total, that’s 83 times that a customer
system was saved from running expensive file system recovery procedures and from potential data loss.
Figure 3 shows the number of times that inconsistencies have made it to the persistent file system on customer systems, normalized to total system run-timehours across the past four releases over a one-year period. The normalization by run-time-hours was necessary because, during that one-year period, the system
hours that were recorded on Data ONTAP 8.1 and 8.2
were much higher than for the other two releases. Most
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Conclusion

We introduced two techniques, incremental checksum
and digest-based auditing, that prevent in-memory scribbles and logic bugs from corrupting persistent file system metadata. We disproved the commonly held belief
that strong data integrity requires a high performance
penalty; we achieved integrity with a negligible performance tax. We distinguished scribbles from logic bugs,
and also provided diagnostic capabilities to pinpoint the
culprit for software scribbles.
These techniques have greatly improved data integrity in
WAFL, resulting in an unprecedented reduction in recovery runs. By catching corruptions early in the development cycle, these techniques have enabled our engineers
to innovate rapidly without risking data integrity.
We believe that end-to-end incremental checksumming
can be applied to user data blocks, thereby providing
round-trip application-level protection at a low cost. This
technique can be especially useful in protecting applications that are hosted on third-party infrastructure, in
which the reliability of hardware cannot be established
or guaranteed. Moreover, continuous checksum protection can harden applications against induced corruption
attacks on shared cloud infrastructure. Databases and
file systems that are hosted on fabric-attached or cloud
storage are good examples of potential benefiters of such
end-to-end protection.
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